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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

PACKING RECOVERY
Recover this product with Rotom
and maximize re-usage of packaging

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Retail / display trolley 1000x610x1040mm

SKU 46381

Lockable retail / display trolley fully collapsible when not in use.
Equipped with two ramps with a filling height of about 870mm. External
dimensions 1000x610x1040mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Metal

Status New

Side walls Foldable

Bottom Folded

Inside dimension lenght 960

Inside dimension width 580

Inside dimension height 870

Outside dimension lenght 1000

Outside dimension width 610

Outside dimension height 1040

Dynamic load 200

Bottom Metal

Product new

Type
Nesting Roll containers, Security
Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

New collapsible retail / display trolley
1000x610x1040mm
      This folding metal retail / display roll container has the outside
dimensions and the inner 1000x610x1040mm sizes are
960x580x870mm. The metal is electrolytically galvanized. The grid has
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the dimensions 100x40mm. The display roll container is provided with 4
boutgatwielen with a PP core and a TPR of the tread is 100mm diameter
with a load capacity of approximately 200 kg, it is a strong thread
container for this format. This folding retail / display roll container is
provided with two windows which is hinged tailboards of which one on
the long side and one that also serves as a lid afsluibare. As the trolley is
collapsible you can save a lot of space during return transport or if they
are in storage when not in use because they are very narrow. This wire
containers are used inter alia in the retail industry for presenting items
like balls, sale items, beach items or during the seasons of Christmas and
Santa Claus for presenting sweets and decoration material. The trolley
has a practical design and is highly resistant to damage.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/retail-display-trolley-1000x610x1040mm-46381
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